
REVIEWS:
"...In the genre of intriguing guitar players Trevor really stands out. His music is 
both soothing and challenging..." Graham Nash (Crosby, Stills, and Nash)

"...He can impress with the best of them, but he can beguile and reach you 
emotionally in a way which is supremely rare...a guitarist we will need to pay 
attention to..."  Will Ackerman (GRAMMY winning founder of Windham Hill 
Records)

"...Trevor's sense of melody is exceptional, and his ability to pull the melody out of 
a very complex acoustic guitar arrangement requires a powerful technique that few 
musicians can exhibit these days..." David Kahne (GRAMMY Winning Producer 
- Paul McCartney, Paul Simon, Tony Bennett, etc)

            ♦(READ more reviews HERE)♦

STATS:
♦23,000,000+ Streams on Spotify alone from 12 Releases total (See catalog HERE)

♦2,000,000+ YouTube views from performances (See videos HERE)

♦60,000+ Instagram Followers (See profile HERE)

♦50,000+ MONTHLY Spotify Listeners (See profile HERE)

♦15,000+ Facebook total followers (See fan page HERE and personal page HERE)
♦17 Countries and counting Tour Calendar reach (See detailed tour history HERE)

HIGHLIGHTS:
♦Has performed at many historic places including Carnegie Hall and The 
Met in NYC and more
♦Featured on NPR, NBC, and 3 separate 30-60min PBS interview/
performance features (See more HERE and HERE)
♦Praised by industry legends ranging from artists like John Mayer, Steve 
Miller & Graham Nash to Pat Martino, Andy McKee & Dar Williams
♦Has worked with 4 GRAMMY WINNING producers
♦Designed & constructed new instrument combining African thumb piano guitar 

called the “Kalimbatar” (See HERE)
♦In 2015, Album peaked at #4 on the International World Music Radio Chart and 

nominated for “Instrumental Album of the Year”
♦Has recorded over 300+ guitar lessons for TrueFire/Jamplay

FULL Electronic Press Kit HERE FULL Bio HEREFULL Website HERE
  ↓                  ↓                  ↓
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